
 

 

Elite Granite Care Guide 

General and Everyday Cleaning 

• We recommend using the Cif Power and Shine Kitchen Spray for everyday general cleaning, 

this will keep the worktops looking as good as the day they were installed. Please follow the 

instructions on the bottle to maximise the potential of the product.  

Worktops look dull or marks on worktop 

• This tends to be a build-up of product. For example, if antibacterial spray or washing up 

liquid is used repeatedly on the worktops, this can lead to the product sitting on the surface 

and a build-up of residue that may look like stains or marks. We recommend using a product 

called Cif Power and Shine Kitchen spray. This product provides much more of a deep clean. 

After 2 or 3 uses, you should notice that the marks and build up disappears.  

Limescale build-up  

• Pour white vinegar on the limescale and leave it to soak for 30 minutes. Rub gently with a 

non-scratch scotch bright sponge using wide strokes, then rinse with plenty of water. If 

necessary, repeat until the limescale is removed. 

Drainage groves  

• Integrated drainage groves next to the kitchen sink are created mainly for an aesthetic 

purpose. This can mean they don’t drain as well a traditional kitchen sink drainer. Over time 

residue can build up in the groves, which will affect their general performance. We 

recommend cleaning them with Cif Power and Shine spray and a non-scratch Scotch Bright 

Sponge. 

Metal Marks  

• Metal objects such as knives, metal pots, keys and belt buckles can sometimes leave metal 

residue on the surface. This is as easy to remove by rubbing gently with a rubber/eraser. 

Below are images of the products we recommend; these can be found in all major supermarkets. 

Cif Power and Shine Spray    Non-Scratch Scotch Bright Sponge 


